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“Now all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the matter: Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the 
duty of all mankind.” Eccl 12:13 
 
As a part of my daily Scripture reading, I recently finished Ecclesiastes (which besides being the most challenging book of 

the Bible to spell, it’s also one of the “cheeriest”      ). While so much of its content focuses on all that Solomon found to 
be meaningless or unsatisfying in life as he chased after the things of this world, as only the Holy Spirit can orchestrate, 
the book ends on such a solid note bringing the reader back to basics – life is about honoring God by obeying Him. I 
thought about how timely this reminder was as we launch into a new semester and a new year of Community Group 
ministry that we get back to the basics and our purpose statement for groups:  creating environments for individuals to 
connect which promote spiritual growth, authentic relationships with others, and a servant’s heart. During last week’s 
leader event, Pastor Steve reminded us that as the church grows, we need to get smaller at the same time as people 
build relationships, grow in their faith, and live out that faith through the context of their group. It’s not just having 
community groups which is what is so crucial for the health and growth of Victory, but rather that the groups that we do 
have are intentionally living out that purpose statement.  
 
As you prepare to kick off your group (or if you’ve been meeting all along, then as you continue to meet), it’s my prayer 
that the Lord gives you a fresh vision for what He wants to accomplish in your group this year – seeing people grow in 
their faith, taking steps to move beyond their comfort zone and serve in the community or beyond and deeply 
expressing the compassion & care that we all need as we journey through this life.  
 
 
Another stone for the bag 
 
Building off the table discussion at the recent leader event, one of the most common pieces of insight shared at the 
tables related to the question “Why do you think it’s important for a community group to serve together?” was that 
serving changes our perspective – of ourselves, of others and of God. I trust that each of your groups will pick up their 
towel in this coming semester and find ways for you to serve/minister beyond your group. No matter the make-up of 
your group – there are ways you can be a blessing to others. I truly do hope that as your group serves (as I know many of 
your groups so faithfully do), you experience God’s power bringing a fresh perspective of who we are, a fresh experience 
of God’s power and a renewed vision for seeing others as people loved by Jesus! 
 

 
Notable news & dates 
 
9/25/22 – 11/19/22 – Fall semester dates  

• Sermon discussion questions will resume distribution on Saturday 9/24 and continue through 11/13. 
 
10/1 – 10/30 – Fall REACH the Valley 

• Check out the recent bulletin insert or newsletter information to see how your group can get involved and serve 
 
10/2 – Wineglass Marathon 

• Serve as a family or with your group as a part of the event itself 
 

What you do is so vitally important - thank you for your faithful service to Jesus and the shepherding of your group!

 

https://runsignup.com/Race/Volunteer/NY/Corning/WineGlassMarathon

